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QUESTION 1

An administrator wants to create a new KV mount for individual users to maintain their own secrets but needs a way to
simplify the policy so they don\\'t need to write a new one for each new user? With the requirements listed below, what
would such a policy look like? Requirement: Each user can perform all operations on their allocated key/value secret
path 

A. path "user-kv/data/{{identity.entity.name}}/*" { capabilities = [ "create", "update", "read", "delete", "list" ] } 

B. path "user-kv/data/{{identity.entity.id.name}}/*" { capabilities = [ "create", "update", "read", "delete", "list" ] } 

C. path "user-kv/data/{{identity.entity.aliases..id}}/*" { capabilities = [ "create", "update", "read", "delete", "list" ] } 

D. path "user-kv/data/{{user}}/*" { capabilities = [ "create", "update", "read", "delete", "list" ] } 

Correct Answer: A 

Everything in the Vault is path-based, and policies are no exception. Policies provide a declarative way to grant or forbid
access to certain paths and operations in Vault. The policy template makes it very flexible to customize the environment.
By using parameters within your template, you can have Vault "insert" a value into the path based upon things like
identity values, group membership, and metadata associated with either the user\\'s identity or group they are a member
of. Using the parameter, the path user-kv/data/{{identity.entity.name}}/* converts to user- kv/data/student01/* 

 

QUESTION 2

When writing the Terraform code, HashiCorp recommends that you use how many spaces between each nesting level? 

A. 2 

B. 5 

C. 4 

D. 1 

Correct Answer: A 

HashiCorp style conventions state that you should use 2 spaces between each nesting level to improve the readability
of Terraform configurations. 

 

QUESTION 3

What is the proper command to enable the AWS secrets engine at the default path? 

A. vault enable secrets aws 

B. vault secrets aws enable 

C. vault secrets enable aws 

D. vault enable aws secrets engine 
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Correct Answer: C 

The command format for enabling Vault features is vault , therefore the correct answer would be vault secrets enable
aws 

 

QUESTION 4

Your organization has moved to AWS and has manually deployed infrastructure using the console. Recently, a decision
has been made to standardize on Terraform for all deployments moving forward. What can you do to ensure that all
existing is managed by Terraform moving forward without interruption to existing services? 

A. resources that are manually deployed in the AWS console cannot be imported by Terraform 

B. using terraform import, import the existing infrastructure into your Terraform state 

C. delete the existing resources and recreate them using new a Terraform configuration so Terraform can manage them
moving forward 

D. submit a ticket to AWS and ask them to export the state of all existing resources and use terraform import to import
them into the state file 

Correct Answer: B 

Terraform is able to import existing infrastructure. This allows you to take resources you\\'ve created by some other
means and bring it under Terraform management. This is a great way to slowly transition infrastructure to Terraform or
to be sure you\\'re confident that you can use Terraform in the future if it currently doesn\\'t support every AWS service
or feature you need today. 

 

QUESTION 5

In regards to using a K/V v2 secrets engine, select the three correct statements below: (select three) 

A. issuing a vault kv destroy statement permanently deletes a single version of a secret 

B. issuing a vault kv destroy statement deletes all versions of a secret 

C. issuing a vault kv delete statement permanently deletes the secret 

D. issuing a vault kv metadata delete statement permanently deletes the secret 

E. issuing a vault kv delete statement performs a soft delete 

Correct Answer: ADE 

The kv delete command is like a soft delete which deletes the data for the provided path in the key/value secrets engine.
If using K/V Version 2, its versioned data will not be fully removed, but marked as deleted and will no longer be available
for normal get requests. The kv destroy command permanently removes the specified versions\\' data from the
key/value secrets engine. If no key exists at the path, no action is taken. It 

does not deletes all versions of a secret. 

The kv metadata delete command deletes all versions and metadata for the provided key. 
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